MULTILEVEL SYSTEM OF MAGNET AND THERMAL DEPARAFINIZATION WITH EXTERNAL INSULATING COATINGS

Purpose. Explaining the design, composition and principles for determining the multilevel magnet and thermal deparafinization complex, which is located in the oil well, improves the mining of layer fluid with high content of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits (ARPD) by heating and magnetizing it at specified intervals and is equipped with external insulating coatings.

Methodology. The methodical basis of the conducted studies is the analysis and consideration of the literature used and positive experience of preventing asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits during mining of hydrocarbons with high content of asphalt-paraffin deposits using engineering analysis and results evaluation.

Findings. The result of the research is the substantiation of the design of a multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization and its elements, which are integrated into the structure of the lift from pump-compressor pipes and are equipped with external insulating coatings. There has been explained an analytical model for calculation of parameters of operation of multilevel deparafinization complex equipped with insulating coatings.

Originality. For the first time there has been produced an exploitation model of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization and methods for determining key parameters of the developed complex.

Practical value. There has been shown and explained an analytical model for calculating the power consumption parameters of the developed multilevel magnet and thermal deparafinization complex and the level of magnetic moment of fluid flow elements in the lift of pump-compressor pipes equipped with such a system. There has been suggested a design of the magnet and thermal deparafinizator and material for manufacturing external insulating coatings of elements of such complex.
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Introduction. Mining of liquid hydrocarbons is often complicated by the presence of paraffins or asphalt-resin-paraffinic additives in them, which cause the formation of asphalt-paraffin deposits in the inner cavity of the pump-compressor pipes. Over time, deposits, which are hydrocarbons methane from C16H34 to C64H130, silica gel resins, asphalt-resinous compounds, hydrates, and others worsen and in some cases make it impossible to mine liquid products, since over time they close the passage section of the pump-compressor pipes.

Various means [1] are used to prevent adhesion of sediments on the walls of the equipment: they include thermal, chemical, physical means and their combination. Special equipment, magnetic devices, chemical diluents, heaters, and others are used for it.

One of the most common types of equipment for liquidation of asphalt-paraffin deposits is mobile steam generating units that heat the column of the pump-compressor pipes by pumping the heated dry steam into the well for the purpose of dilution of harmful impurities. The method is simple and versatile, but is characterized by high consumption of diesel fuel for deparafinization and necessity in most cases, for stopping the production of hydrocarbon products.

Looking at the disadvantages of the method and the lack of a sufficient variety of technological equipment for other ways to eliminate asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, due to their high cost, low reliability and the need to use a large variety of machines and devices during their use, the important goal is to develop a modern effective liquidation complex of asphalt-resin-paraffinic impurities and advance a scientifically grounded model of application of the complex, which will allow determining the optimal ratios of structural and operational parameters of such complex at the design stage, and achieving the greatest efficiency of its exploitation.

Analysis of the results of research and publications. A number of works are devoted to the analysis and study of paraffin-forming factors and methods for their prevention [2]. The result of the research was the development and introduction of various ways to eliminate asphalt-paraffin deposits and special equipment for their usage to manufacturing.

As the most promising means of asphalt-paraffin deposit prevention [3], we distinguish between the use of magnetic devices for deparafinization (Fig. 1) and the use of equipment for electrical deparafinization (heating, induction) (Fig. 2). Such devices do not change the chemical composition of the formation fluid and do not cause harm to the environment, in most cases they are installed in an arbitrary interval of the lift pump-compressor pipes, they are also effective.

Magnetic deparafinizators are produced in the permanent mode. With the increase in the content of resins
and asphaltenes in the fluid, their influence on the fluid magnetization is more effective [4], as paraffin compounds have amagnetic properties. Unlike magnetic deparafinizators, electric heaters [5] are used in periodic and continuous modes, which allows regulating them depending on necessity.

According to studies [2], asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits begin on the interval from 1200‒900 m down from the surface of the earth and up to the level of 100‒150 m down the surface of the land along the length of the wellbore, which is explained by the positive conditions for anchoring on the interval. On this interval there is a need to use equipment to prevent asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits along the length of the barrel pump-compressor pipes.

In order to optimize the prevention of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits and increase usage efficiency of wells complexes Poltava National Technical University has created a multilevel system for heating the pump-compressor pipes (Fig. 3) based on pipe heaters [6].

The design and principle of the functioning of such a complex are characterized by the following [7]:
- it is placed along the length of the interval of occurrence of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits;
- it has an electric supply, which allows operating it in constant and periodic modes;
- it is installed permanently in the lift of pump-compressor pipes, as part (pipe electric heaters and cable are installed by analogy with the installation of electro-centrifugal pumps);
- it is characterized by a similar principle of operation (direct heating by electric heating devices); this allows simplifying the design and reducing the cost;
- it has multilevel arrangement of heaters up to 3 (3–6–9–12), according to the number of cables veins unified with the cable of electro-centrifugal pumps installation (3 veins), it allows uniform heating of the formation fluid over the interval of anchoring;
- it is used both in the composition of the fountain lift of the oil and gas well and in conjunction with the pumping methods of oil production;

Fig. 1. Constructive components of the system of magnet deparafinization:

\[ a – the design of the lift of pump-compressor pipes equipped with magnet deparafinizator; \]
\[ 1 – magnet deparafinizator; \]
\[ 2 – the block of circulative permanent magnets; \]
\[ 3 – the pump-compressor pipe; \]
\[ b – the magnet deparafinizator (general view) \]

Fig. 2. Components of electrical deparafinization:

\[ a – the design of the lift of pump-compressor pipes equipped with electric heater-deparafinizator; \]
\[ 1 – the heater; \]
\[ 2 – the lift of pump-compressor pipes; \]
\[ 3 – the electric cable; \]
\[ b – the heater \]

Fig. 3. The multilevel system of heating the lift of pump-compressor pipes in the composition of well sucker-rod pump set made basing on pipes heaters:

\[ 1 – the layer; \]
\[ 2 – perforation zone; \]
\[ 3 – universal gas and sand anchor; \]
\[ 4 – the pump; \]
\[ 5, 12 – deep pipes heaters; \]
\[ 6 – the column of rods; \]
\[ 7 – the cable; \]
\[ 8 – the clamp; \]
\[ 9 – the polished stock; \]
\[ 10 – mining equipment; \]
\[ 11 – the loop, \]
\[ 13 – the rocking machine \]
- it has the highest degree of unification with existing equipment.

A large number of advantages point to the prospect of a system of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention; however, its level of energy consumption (up to 90 kW/h) and significant losses of heat energy through the walls of pump-compressor pipes and casing columns are pushing for further scientific and engineering and designing works on improving multilevel systems of deposits liquidation.

An urgent issue is combination of operational and structural advantages of the most promising ways of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention and their introduction into multilevel complex, which will have a large degree of unification and simplicity of construction, and have the overwhelming number of imperfections; it is inherent to existing structures of such equipment.

**Objectives of the article.** The incomplete filling of the market of oil and gas industry equipment with complexes to prevent asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, and a current tendency towards the introduction of combined technological complexes, determine the task for the authors to design and research the efficiency of operation of a multilevel complex of prevention of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, which is based on the basis of magnet and electric devices (magnet and thermal deparafinizers), which is permanently attached to the lifts of pump-compressor pipes, will allow the constant or periodic dispensing of products with their use; there will be a possibility to use them in complexes to reduce the level of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits on the walls of equipment that is pumped by pipelines, will have a greater level of unification with existing equipment and high labor efficiency. The design of developed multilevel complex of deposit prevention should enable placement of magnet and thermal deparafinizers in the zone with high level of such deposits.

**Presentation of the main research and explanation of scientific results.** According to the results of the studies shown in [2] and at production enterprises, asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits originate on intervals of 900–1000 m (in some cases from 1200 m), which is explained by positive conditions: the temperature decrease of the fluid to 17–20 °C, de-gassing on this interval, decrease in pressure, and others. Depth of deposits layer on the inner walls of pump-compressor pipes can reach a level of 30 mm and more — until the closure of the passage section of the lift. At this interval there is a need to use equipment to prevent this situation or the deposits that have occurred.

In order to improve the production of fluid mining with high content of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits there has been substantiated a design, composition and principles of determination of the multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization by heating and magnetization at specified intervals.

The authors suggest consideration of the design, the principle of work and the calculation of the multilevel system of magnet and thermal deparafinization, which is made on the basis of magnet and thermal deparafinizers (Fig. 4).

The magnet and thermal deparafinizer consists of the main functional elements: the pipe heater and the magnetic deparafinizer, resonated by the connecting coupling pipe coupling (Fig. 4).

The calculating scheme for work parameters of multilevel complex for preventing asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizers is shown in Fig. 5.

The shell of the pipe heater (Fig. 4) is a pipe, fitted with threaded shanks on both sides for connection with connecting clutches δ from pump-compressor pipes and its parts. The heating element 5 is a high resistance current conductor made from a nichrome wire located in sand or magnesium oxide (electrical insulating conductor), which is located in a refractory coating that is enclosed along the longitudinal axis of the pipe shell. The heating element 5 is fixed to the pipe shell 1 with the puck 2. The pipe shell has plug nests 3, which allow the cable to be taken to and out. The plug nests contain drainage for the heating element 5, and are connected with each other by an electric cable 4, the veins are located in a thermostetting hood. For the safety of the heating element 5 from the negative effect of the external factors, the external coating 6 is placed between the heating element 5 and the insulating coating 7, which minimizes the heat loss from the work of the pipe heater.

In the pipe magnet and thermal deparafinizer, a magnetic deparafinizer is attached to the pipe heater with the help of connecting clutches δ (Fig. 4); the magnetic deparafinizer consists of the shell 9, which is equipped with threaded shanks on both sides for connection of pipe connecting clutches δ with pump-compressor pipes. On the external surface of the shell 9 there is a shell of the magnet block 11. Between them there are constant longitudinal magnets 10. They are clamped with the lid 12.
The work of the pipe magnet and thermal deparafinizator (Fig. 4) is performed in the following way. The device is installed as part of the lift of pump-compressor pipes, in the interval there are observed asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits. On the external surface of pump-compressor pipes there is a cable 4 that gives energy to the heating element 5 and connects to the heater through the nest 3. The fluid containing oil, water and connection, has a direction vertically tubing, comes in the inner part of the pipe magnet and thermal deparafinizator. During the movement of the inner part of the pipe heater there is an increase in the fluid temperature to the parameters at which the activation of molecular movements and dilution occurs. In the future, the product falls into the inner part of the magnetic deparafinizator, which is subject to re-magnetization. After heating in the pipe heater and the motion of the inner cavity of the magnetic deparafinizator in the fluid, there occurs a phenomenon of ferritization — the creation of ferromagnetic centers of internal crystallization, which are determined by a certain magnitude of the magnetic moment and become the basis [8].

During the passage of the fluid through the lift of pump-compressor pipes there is a decrease in the temperature and the magnetic moment obtained by them in the magnet and thermal deparafinizator. In order to restore the parameters to the lift several intervals have been included, at the beginning of them there are located magnet and thermal deparafinizators. This placement principle allows realizing an increase in fluid at steady regimes in preventing asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, in which the value of the magnetic moment and the level of ferritization of the elements are within the range of optimum to minimize asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits.

In contrast to the multilevel heating complex of the lift of pump-compressor pipes, in this complex, made on the basis of magnet and thermal deparafinizators, the level of energy consumption will decrease, as heaters are the distribution of heat along the length of the lift in the range of 70–85 °С, and the individual heating of layer fluid in the magnet and thermal deparafinizator – up to 60–70 °С for the purpose of activation of the system of ferritization and creation of centers, which flow through a fluid flow.

Subsequently located on the length of the lift of pump-compressor pipes magnet and thermal deparafinizators have the role of deparafinizators of the system of ferritization. The heaters in the magnet and thermal deparafinizators allow using it both at periodic and permanent modes, while magnetic deparafinizators operate constantly.

The main characteristics of the developed multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention, made on the basis of magnet and thermal deparafinizators, are as follows:

- power required by the ground substation to supply the equipment, \( N_{\text{gen}} \), \( \text{W} \);
- power used by the \( i \)-heater as part of the magnet and thermal deparafinizator in the process of thermal preparation of layer fluid, \( N_i \), \( \text{W} \);
- the value of the magnetic moment in the lift of pump-compressor pipes, \( M_{\text{gen}} \), \( \text{A} \cdot \text{m}^2 \);
- the coefficient of the heaters of magnet and thermal deparafinizators \( \varepsilon \);
- geometric and weight characteristics of the elements, as well as the whole developed multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention.

The power required by the ground substation for the developed multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizators, is

\[
N_{\text{gen}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( N_i + N_{i,\varepsilon} \right)
\]
\[ N_i = \frac{c \cdot G_i (T_{Ki} - T_{Pi})}{l_i \cdot \varepsilon_i} \]

where \( c \) is the heat capacity of layer fluid, \( J/(kg \cdot Grad) \); \( G \) is the weight in the inner cavity of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator, m; \( l_i \) is the size of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator, m; \( \rho_{pl,fs} \) is density of layer fluid on the area of heating, \( kg/m^3 \); \( T_{Ki} \) is the final temperature of layer fluid on the output of an \( i \)-heater, \( °C \); \( r_{di} \) is the cable resistance during average temperature in the interval of disposal of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator.

Power decrease in the line of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator is

\[ N_{k.e.i} = I_i^2 R_i \]

where \( I_i \) is current in an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator, A; \( R_i \) is resistance of the line of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator.

\[ R_i = \frac{r_{di}}{S} \cdot l_i \]

where \( S \) is the area of the section of line vein, \( mm^2 \); \( l_i \) is the size of the line of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator, m; \( r_{di} \) is the cable resistance during average temperature in the interval of disposal of an \( i \)-heater of the pipe magnet and thermal depařinizator

\[ r_{di} = r_{20}(1 + a[T_{c,cb,i} - 20]) \]

where \( r_{20} \) is resistance of the line material, \( \Omega \cdot mm^2/m \); \( a \) is the coefficient of heat flow on the line resistance for \( i \)-material.

After summary consumed capacity, which has to be in ground substation for developed multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal depařinizators, will be as follows together with external coating of the heater, \( W/(m \cdot K) \).

The calculating scheme for determination of the coefficient of heat loss of heaters of magnet and thermal depařinizators is shown in Fig. 6 and described with such an equation

\[ R = a_i d_i + 2 \cdot \frac{\lambda_1}{\ln \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i}} + a_i d_i \]

\[ R = a_i d_i + 2 \frac{\lambda_2}{\ln \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i}} + 2 \frac{\lambda_3}{\ln \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i}} + 2 \frac{\lambda_4}{\ln \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i}} + 2 \frac{\lambda_5}{\ln \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i}} + a_i d_i \]

where \( \frac{d_{i+1}}{d_i} \) is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of materials of \( i \)-element, \( W/mm^2 \cdot K \); \( d_i \) is the diameter of
relevant element for the calculating scheme \((i = 1 - 8)\), m;

\(\lambda_i\) is the coefficient of thermal conductivity of materials of \(i\)-element, W/(m \cdot \mathrm{K})

The number of heaters, the power of each and the distance between them are selected on the condition of constant average temperature in the interval of the lift of pump-compressor pipes, where there are asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits, higher than the laboratory found level of temperature of freezing deposits. According to the literature [5], the value \(T_{\text{gen}}\) ranges from 60 to 76 °C.

With view of maintaining necessary level of the temperature and magnetic moment in the inner cavity of the column of pump-compressor pipes in the composition of multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizators, it is offered to use external insulating coatings that are attached:

- on the external surface of pump-compressor pipes in the intervals between levels of magnet and thermal deparafinizators, on the principle of attaching the cable electrical centrifugal submerged pumping systems;
- in heaters of magnet and thermal deparafinizators (Fig. 6) between heating elements 2 and the external coating 4.

Table shows the coefficients of heat loss through the parts of the developed multilevel complex of asphalt–resin–paraffin deposit prevention, executed on the basis of magnet and thermal deparafinizators equipped with different types of external insulating coatings.

The property that characterizes the operation efficiency of the developed complex is also \(\eta_b\) – the percentage of extracted high-viscosity elements from the well space to the surface, which is determined by the formula

\[
\eta_b = \frac{\delta_{\text{arpdV}}}{\delta_{\text{arpdG}}} \cdot 100\% ,
\]

where \(\delta_{\text{arpdV}}\) is the content of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits on the output, g/dm³; \(\delta_{\text{arpdG}}\) is the content of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits on the mouth, g/dm³.

The value \(\delta_{\text{arpd}}\) is defined by choosing relevant tests and implementing chromatographic analysis or using the filtration method.

The effective exploitation of developed multilevel complex of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizators, is thought with provision of \(\eta_V\) that approximates to 95–98 %.

The characteristics of multilevel complex of asphalt–resin–paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizators, include the following:

---

**Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>The construction type</th>
<th>The coefficient value of heat loss, (\varepsilon)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Two layers of aluminum foil of 0.5 mm with the layer of asbestos between them 3.5 mm</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Two layers of aluminum foil of 0.5 mm with the layer of mineral wadding between them 3.5 mm</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Glass wool, covered with aluminum foil on both sides – “Armofol®” to 1 mm</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The list “K-SHIELD FIREWRAP”, metaling, 4.5 mm</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a) for a magnet and thermal deparafinizers: length – 9.5 m; the size of pump-compressor pipes for the shell production – 89 mm; external diameter of magnet and thermal deparafinizer – 130 mm; the type of supply – alternating and direct current 220/380 V; maximum temperature of layer fluid heating – 90 °C (nominal – 75 °C); power at maximum mode of layer fluid heating – 15–18.5 kW;

b) for multilevel complex of asphalt–resin-paraffin deposit prevention, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizers: the spacing – j 1000 m; the quantity of magnet and thermal deparafinizers – (3–6–9–12pcs.); the type of exploitation under voltage – constant/periodic.

The results of the research are as follows:
1. The design of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization has been explained.
2. There the design of magnet and thermal deparafinizer, which is included in the multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization, has been projected and described.
3. The theoretical model for calculating the parameters of operation of the multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization, equipped with insulating coatings and its heat-magnetic demulsifiers has been explained.
4. Recommendations have been given on the use of materials for insulating coatings of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization.
5. Technical characteristics of magnet and thermal deparafinizers and multilevel complex of asphalt–resin-paraffin deposit prevention, executed on their base, based on.

Recommendations further research. In further studies it is planned with the use of molecular spectroscopy to study the nature of the forces of adhesion component of asphalt–resin-paraffin deposits, in particular, the contribution of physical and chemical forces of nature and possible effects of partial polymerization in substance of asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits [9]. There will be considered analogue works [10], in which the methods of X-ray spectroscopy to identify N-ties, chemical ties and polymerized chemical structures in the hydrocarbon-mineral aggregates are elaborated.

Conclusions.
1. The production and usage of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization, based on magnet and thermal deparafinizers, at the enterprise provides an opportunity to improve the effectiveness of asphalt–resin-paraffin deposit prevention during mining of hydrocarbons and its transportation by pipelines.
2. Developed designs of magnet and thermal deparafinizers allow using them together with exploitation of deep-pump machines and during exploitation of fountain oil well.
3. The projected design of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization, based on magnet and thermal activators, will consume 45...50 % less power than similar multilevel heating system of the lift of pump-compressor pipes, which realizes the principle of direct heating of wells.

4. The exploitation of offered multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization on the basis of magnet and thermal activators, gives the possibility to grant layer fluid such characteristics that it will be possible to prevent asphalt-resin-paraffin deposits even after getting fluid into the manifold.
5. The projected equipment allows using pipe magnet and thermal deparafinizers in the mode of switched on heaters as well as in the mode of magnetization without thermal preparation of layer fluid. The developed complex can be operated in periodic mode if it is necessary.
6. The usage of multilevel complex of magnet and thermal deparafinization, based on magnet and thermal activators, gives the feasibility to reduce the deficiency of similar equipment in the markets of oil and gas industry countries.
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Мета. Обґрунтування конструкції, складу й принципів визначення багаторівневого комплексу магнітотеплової депарафінізації, що розміщується в нафтовидобувній свердловині, поліпшує видобуток пластового флюїду з великим вмістом асфальто-смоля-парафіністих відкладень (АСПВ) шляхом підігрівання та намагнічування у визначених інтервалах і оснащується зовнішніми ізольюючими кожухами.

Методика. Методичною основою здійснених досліджень є комплексний аналіз і узагальнення використаної літератури, позитивного виробничого досвіду боротьби з асфальто-смоля-парафіністими откладеннями при досягненні утворення систем очищення з високим парізапальовим вмістом АСПВ із застосуванням експертного аналізу та оцінки отриманих результатів.

Результати. Результатом досліджень є обґрунтування конструкції багаторівневого комплексу магнітотеплової депарафінізації та її елементів, що інтегровані до складу підйомника з насосно-компресорними трубами (НКТ), і оснащені зовнішніми ізольюючими кожухами. Обґрунтована аналітична модель для розрахунку параметрів експлуатації багаторівневого комплексу депарафінізації, оснащеного ізольюючими кожухами.

Наукова новизна. Уперше розроблені модель експлуатації багаторівневого комплексу магнітотеплової депарафінізації та методика визначення параметрів розробленого комплексу.

Практична значимість. Обґрунтована та наведена аналітична модель для розрахунку параметрів експлуатації багаторівневого комплексу магнітотеплової депарафінізації, що інтегровані до складу підйомника з насосно-компресорними трубами (НКТ), і оснащені зовнішніми ізольюючими кожухами. Обґрунтована аналітична модель для розрахунку параметрів експлуатації багаторівневого комплексу депарафінізації, оснащеного ізольюючими кожухами.

Ключові слова: асфальто-смоля-парафіністі відкладення, магнітотеплові активатори, депарафінізатор, насосно-компресорні труби, ізольюючі кожухи